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Rolli Stamps, DIY Cards, Simple Stamp Card, DIY
Birthday Card, Funny Bone Muse
Have you played with any fun stamps lately? I have and my
KIDS have. I found these fun rolling stamps by Funny
Bone Muse at the New York Stationery Show and the
company was kind enough to send us some stamps to play
around with.

My kids have been rolling these stamps over everything.
My daughter just rolled them onto the wooden bird house
she is painting. They have gone a little wild with Rolli Stamps in our house! School has only been out for a little over a
week and we have crafts components lying all over the table. Just ask my hubby, we don’t eat at the table, we (me and
the kids) craft there! So today I took a little time to make some cards for upcoming events we have happening. It was so
easy and fun to roll these little stamps across the paper and add some extras to create really simple, but fun cards.
Supplies:
Rolli Stamps
Blank Cards
Washi Tape
Markers
Alphabet Stamps (Mine are Studio G found at Michaels or JoAnn)
Scissors
Baker’s Twine
In today’s post I don’t really feel I need to do step-by-step directions
for each of these cards. There are pretty simple and the key
component is the Rolli Stamps. So if you want to have some
stamping fun and make some cool paper projects and cards try out
the Rolli Stamps. Also know the ink is permanent and I saw on the
Rolli site that one customer used the stamps on a ceramic pot –
check it out here. I am thinking we may have to buy some plain
white coffee mugs and get our Rolli and put some designs down on
the mugs. Great rainy day project for the kids!
Here are some close up pictures of the cards I made today.
Rolli Stamps, Card Craft, Simple Stamped Card, Card Tutorial
inside says: create some cherished memories!
UnderWeather
inside says: feel better soon!
I hope you take a few minutes to check out Rolli Stamps and their sister company Funny Bone Toys. You won’t be
disappointed – their design style is amazing and their products beg to be used and played with!

